River Bank Primary Knowledge Organiser
Key Vocabulary

Year One

Key: explains what the symbols on the map mean
Map: plan of a place from above
Symbol: picture on a map to show a feature on land
Plan: outline of a room or rooms from above
Key Symbols on maps
Maps show everything much smaller than in real life. There is not enough space to
write a lot or draw everything in detail. That is why map makers use symbols
(simple small drawings or specific colours) to represent specific buildings (e.g. post
office, hospital), structures (e.g. motorway, car park) or natural features (e.g. river,
wood)

Wardown Park

Autumn 1
Important Facts

Geography – It’s super to be me!

We all live in different places.
We all come to River Bank Primary School. It is called this as it has been
built next to the River Lea.
We travel to school in different ways; walk, on a scooter or by car.
We live in a town called Luton.
A green place near us is Wardown Park.
Places we visit often in school are our class room, the hall, the toilet and the
playground.
An aerial photograph of our school – would you be able to label it?
Ball court

School field

Main building

Early years

Staff Car park

Bath Road

Maps

Could you draw a plan of Wardown Park and
use the map symbols and correct colours for
lake, footpaths and buildings?

Maps show us where places are.
We have maps on computers, phones and tablets.
We use maps to find our way around.
When you get used to a place, you remember the map in your head.
For small areas we use a plan. This helps us understand where things are.
It’s like looking down like a bird flying high and seeing everything.

1. Which word means to explain the symbols on the map

a) symbols

2. What is a picture on a map that shows the feature of land? a) symbol

b) key

c) glossary

b) key

c) cymbal

d) signs

d) drawing

3. Which of these is an aerial photograph of our school?

a)

b)

c)

d)

4. To draw a plan of your classroom you need to think…
a) a bird flying over looking down

b) a side on view of the classroom

c) looking from the front

5. Where could you not find a map?

a) Ipad

c) atlas

b) dictionary

d) topic book

d) 3d drawings

